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**Title word cross-reference**

$(m)$ [KNN05]. 2 [MBGO11]. 2 $\times$ 2  
HVRA96. 3 [Dri08, LTW+10]. [0, 1].  
WC94. 1 [NST12]. $R$ [JKD92]. $\delta_{18}O$  
RL14. $\ell_1$ [Kat10, Yua08]. $F$ [Mul98]. $G$  
LD11, FN16. $H$ [HPOL14]. $H_0$ [Mul98]. $K$  
[MSS08, Gho07, MR10, YK09]. $L_0$  
[Joh13, LW07]. $t_1$ [SMB14, LZ08, LW07]. $n$  
[HY17, OR99, Paa99]. $P$  
[BCH05, HY17, HB98, NP01]. $\psi$ [LSD05].  
$Q - Q$ [LFZ97]. $R^2$ [GSP+06]. $\rho$ [VT94].  
$R \times C$ [Fri00, LPM98, VT94]. $S$  
[CCS03, SBY06, VT94]. $\sigma$ [FW13, LFT17]. $t$  
[GB02, PLW01, Som98, Tsi02]. $T_3$ [GB00]. $\tau$  
[SBWZ08]. $U$ [WDB96]. $X$ [XMY13]. $Y$  
[XMY13].

- Fold [YK09]. - Learning [LSD05].  
- Likelihood [HPOL14]. - mean-directions  
[MR10]. - Means [MSS08]. - Net [CCS03].  
- Norm [LZ08]. - Penalization [SMB14].  
- Penalized [NST12]. - Priors [FN16].  
- Regression [SBY06]. - Segmentation  
[Joh13]. - Stable [FW13, LFT17].  
- statistics [WDB96]. - value [HB98]. - Way  

1 [Bak92a]. 15 [Ano12b].  
20 [Goo11].  
50 [HJ17]. 523 [Ano12b]. 526 [OLN11a].
ABC [NFMS14]. Aberrant [MM09]. Abrupt [NST12]. Accelerated
[KLH05, ZL16]. Accelerating [HHC03]. acceleration [GS94]. Accept
[Tan06]. Access [SH03]. Accompaniment [Rap01]. Accounting [HDM02, ZHJ16].
Accurate [CJ02, HAC+12, WK17]. Acoustic [BMO01]. Activity [FCL10]. Activity-Event
[FCL10]. Acyclic [KB08]. Adaptation [BCD11, GMTK13]. Adaptive
[Ano08a, BMC05, BJMD13, BK05, CKNK06, CGL11, CRC+07, CMJJ11, DZ99,
Efr05, EHW03, EH09, FT16, Gk97, Gh07, GK10, GT11, Gou98, Gh99, HT17, JS13,
KSM14, KCK08, LQS09, LA13, LSV+09, LW09, LO16, MVM13, MS03, NW10, Oeh98,
PTP03, PC06, Pit02, RR09, SGH17, SBR10, WC06, WKC+08, WCR13, Zha97, ZJA16].
Adaptively [WL13a]. Addendum [Ano12b]. Additional [SBE17]. Additive
[BHK15, DVC10, EM02, FM12, GkZ10, KLM98, LBCG16, MM10, MVM09, MRS03,
MVR02, MDD+12, NP01, NYG15, NW10, NAB16, NFMS14, NBH+15, OC01, Paa99,
PI10, PL10, PLH10, Par11, PTP03, QLCZ15, QN00, RA01, RDL07,
RT98, ST15, SJH+15, Sco99, SS01, SSB+14, Smi01, SC98, Tan15, Tan17, Tre06,
TU11, TN14b, WH17, WCD03, YBDS02, YLM17, Zha97, ZYKC08, ZP14, ZH03,
ZCY+11, ZHT06, dLM04, MW96]. Analytic
[Ano06a, KGMT06]. Analytical [YT99]. Analysis
[AB17, ACG14, AT16, BCHO9, BL04, BJMD13, CB01, Cap11, CCFM01,
Che97a, CM08, DASR08, DH10, DMP14, ER04, FSB11, Foa04, FM10, FH15, FN04,
GJ97, Ghu00, Hob08, Hoe10, HGK10, HRV12, HLO0, HB16, JK00, Jan06, JL13,
Joh13, Jon98, KB08, KPC02, KKK08, LW08, LC01, LF16, LD06, LLZ09, Maa05, MR10,
Mm09, Mey03, MMV13, MR01, Müll99, NG04, OT11, PKH15, Pan99b, PW15, Pie04,
RL14, SBY06, SZ08, SBM14, Smo02, VM04, VG01, WH98, YZ13, YH17, YSD13, YZ06,
YWLW17, ZNYJ14, ZL16, Zho05, ZL13, Zhu17, Bak92a, Bak92b, QF96]. Algorithms
[Bac08, BF02, BD97, Cai99, CZ16, Gk06, GV01, JGR05, HMP96, HLM06, HHH12,
JO02, KA13, LGS09, LB15, MM10, PLW01, PC06, Pit02, RT16, Tan15, Tar99, Van00,
XBW15, XCSP16, Yu12, ZJ04, ZC15, ZL10, dVTP+17, vLM97, AE92, BQS94, KMS92,
SHE94]. Alignment [RG09]. All-Pairwise [Pie04]. Allocation
[BP98, LF16]. Allocation-Based [LF16]. Allocations [PI10]. Allowing [NST12].
Alternating [CHW08, ZY10]. Alternative [Fos01, JU00]. Alternatives
[SS07, Tuk93b, Tuk93a]. Always [PLI02]. AMlet [ST04]. Among [HM11, Hob01b].
Analyses [GL07, MBS04, PC11]. Analysis
[ACG14, BZ07, BRS+08, BK03a, BZ97, Bujo4, CRGS17, CHS08, CZL10, CH99,
DH03b, EH17, Fa99, FG05, Far99, Far12, FS99, Fie12, GVBM04, EGM03, Gel04a,
Gel04b, GD09, Ghu00, GR12b, GM99, GJL+10, GAZ15, HLH15, HT17, HM15,
HV05, Hob08, HM16, HZL05, Hub00, IKL08, Jör99, Koo98, LW08, LRB12, LW09,
LPS99, LSH16, LO16, LP14, LH00, MHH15, MAJ+98, Mm09, MVR02, MDD+12, NP01,
NYC15, NW10, NAB16, NFMS14, NBH+15, OC01, Paa99, PI10, PLH10, Par11, PL12,
PTP03, QLCZ15, QN00, RA01, RDL07, RT98, ST15, SJH+15, Sco99, SS01, SSB+14,
Smi01, SC98, Tan15, Tan17, Tre06, TU11, TN14b, WH17, WCD03, YBDS02,
YLM17, Zha97, ZYKC08, ZP14, ZH03, ZCY+11, ZHT06, dLM04, MW96]. Analytic
[Ano06a, KGMT06]. Analytical [YT99]. Analyzing [HMP96, Mci99, VG01].
Ancillarity [HR11, YM11b]. Angle [Gra13, HK10, XWZ15, ZLWZ16].
Angle-Based [ZLW16]. Angular [RIC+16]. Animation [Far04]. Animations [LTW+10]. Anisotropic [BMR15].
Annealed [KA13]. Annealing [CW00, Glu04, IP04]. Annotation [MI00].
Anomalous [LCSL14, SMN15]. ANOVA [GW93, Hoo07, QG06]. Anthrax [GA15].
Antithetic [HJ09]. Application [Ano07a, BK05, DASR08, DLX12, EH15, Faa04, Fea05, FHVW03, GVBM04, GM15, GJ09, Glu04, Go09, GRM09, HM06, Koo98, LYHM15, LBM+14, Lia07, MC05, RHC+14, RL14, Rya03, SH17, SM13, TNKK16, XP07, YL99, ZRL14, ZL16, Zhu17, WDB96].
Applications [Hof09, HHTB10, Ish99, Jor09, KS08, LPS99, MPR+12, MMN+13, Mey03, NP01, NYC15,浦09, QN00, RW10, Wir01, Wu08, ZCI+17, JKD92, LS93].
Applying [LL15]. Approach [ACS17, Abv09, BCD11, BEGS17, BDR97, BR02, CS98, CAR+10, CH16, CH99, GD16, GK02, GY07, GKZ10, GB12, HYL+17, KK09, LSV+09, LGL16, MVR02, M00, MM98, Par01, Par05, PP09, PRHP14, RA01, SS01, SL99, SSBW17, TZ12, Tre06, WW12, ZH12, ZJA16]. Approaches [KS04, ZCO15]. Appropriateness [Zha03].
Approximate [Ano06a, Bra99, G01, GF17, HM16, I02, KGMT06, NFMS14, OW12, Pic14, RNHY12, RS01, SG17, TA12]. Approximating [BR94]. Approximation [FCWM17, Kel11, PKH15, PRS13, RDL07, Wu11]. Approximations [XMY13].
Augmented [Zhu17]. author [Tuk93a]. authors [FB94]. Autocorrelation [CP16].
Autocovariance [LPK16]. Autologistic [FP04, MPR+12, ZZ08]. Automated [TGH14]. Automatic [All13, BJMD13, HMJ11, Rap01, SAT04, Ska02, ZJA16].
Autoregressive [DZZ16, MT03, MC05, VM04, WRK11]. Auxiliary [FDBS10, PL12, Tuc08, TW96]. Averages [HCB04, Moc98]. Averaging [CGL11, YKW03, YSK+10].
Bandwidth [GG17, Her97, MMRMGMGC08, Ops04].
Based [ACG14, BCD11, Big06, BH02, CHW02, CHW08, Chr04, De 05, DCV10, ERPG11, EH09, FRW05, GR12b, GG17, HSM09, HK10, HHKS11, HHH12, HB16, IW10, JRS11, JTU03, JO02, KK09, KKK08, LG07, LL12, Li05, LF16, LJJ05, LD06, LG07, NGH17, OR07, PI10, PP05, Pie04, Pos01, SH03, Sni01, SHL12, TG13, VM04, Wil96, XBW15, YK09, ZMH07, ZHH08, ZJRI10, ZLWZ16, ZOR12, ZRL14, ZCO15, ZW10, dLG01, CBC93].

Bases [Dob12, Fos01].

Basic [Tan15].

Basis [BRS+08, HLL07].

Bayes [DH10, Fri13a, Hoo06, KDM16, MP+12, NFMS14, SL09, SS05, TNKK16, TK17, WR05]. Bayesian [Ano08a, AVW13, BMC05, BRB17, Bi00, BRS+08, BHK15, BZ97, BHF02, BK03b, CD12, CS99, CRYW16, CR13, CGL11, CGR06, CY09, CRC+07, CM13, DV04, De 05, DGM17, DH03b, DMP14, DCS16, EH05, Eve12, EB02, FDBS10, FK16, FPRW09, FR07, GD16, GKO2, GD09, GHC14, Goo90, GW93, HAC+12, HJ04, Hil11, HMN+03, HRM02, HSR05, Ish99, JS13, JKD92, KFSL17, KNN05, KO05, KSM14, KMQ05, LG09, LGS13, LB04, LG07, Len03, LF16, LS05, LH16, MP16, MWFS17, MV14, MN+13, MW15, MV08, MQ17, MW10, NG04, NL04, NFMS14, P110, Par01, PVH05, Par11, PL12, Pic14, PCG+14, QN00, QM04, RF17a, RW14, RL14, RT98, SMS+14, SG03, Sco99, SR00, SR12, SG17, SBJ17, SM13, SL10, SSL17, TDM12, TH09, TRWB16].

Bayesian [Tsi02, Tuc08, WW12, Wan08, WD11, WRK11, WTW07, XCS16, YK01, YKW03, ZBB06, ZCT+17, ZCT12].

ConvexLAR [XZW15]. Convolution-Based [ZW10].

Coordinate [LPJ13, Mon09, PW15, YH17, ZYKC08]. Coordinates [Far12, RMWH17]. copCAR [Hug15]. Copula [BC16, Gu15, MD13, TGM+14]. Copula-Type [TGM+14]. Copulas [AG05].

Corners [LHC17]. Correction [Ano01a, Ano06a, Ano07a, Ano08a, Ano16a, Bak92a, Gel17, Len09, LR15, OLN11a, SZ08]. corrections [Tho93]. Corrective [SS11].

Correlated [ADY10, HY17, KDM16, LP07, SBZ13, TZ12, ZBB06]. Correlation [CAR+10, CL12, Fal99, GDM14, Gra13, HM09, HWQ15, LP14, LD06, MMGG16, TDM12, Tro05, ZBB06, ZRL14].


Count [ZZZS17]. Counting [Fis12, ZBY09].

Covariance [Ano12b, AAN17, CJ09, CHH10, Cli05, DY09, DT13, FGN06, GD16, HLH15, HAC+12, HLL07, KSM14, LRB12, LWZ14, NT17, RLZ10, SR12, SY16, Ste13, WL09, WP13].

Covariance-Guided [HLH15].

Covariances [GF17]. Covariate [BCST13].


Criticism [Wic13]. Cross [BEGS17, CSS+09, Gv97, GX01, KPC02, LY16, LHL03, Ops04, SD03, YK09, YF14, Zha03].

Cross-Entropy [BEGS17].

Cross-Validating [GX01, Zha03]. Cross-Validation [CSS+09, Gv97, GX01, KPC02, LY16, LHL03, Ops04, SD03, YF14].

Cross-Validations [YK09]. Cubic [Wan08].

Cubers [FW11]. Curriculum [Zhe17].

Curves [Big06, DJ04, GR12a, LX16, PHK14, SG03, STZM09]. Cycles [FCL10].

D [Dri08, LTW+10, MBGO11]. Daniel [FB94].

Data [BC00, BL04, BK03a, BB06, BH01, BFE+03, BW17, Bju04, BSL+08, CRGS17, CR99, CC13, CCH16, CH99, CB97, CSK10, DB98, De 05, DH03a, Don17, DH03b, DCS16, EH17, EC14, Far99, FS99, FCWM17, FB11, FN16, FPRW09, Fri99, GEGM03, GDM14, GD16, Gel04a, Gel04b, GV01, GRG10, Goo99, GY07, GW15, GX01, Gu15, GF17, GLMZ15, HLP07, HJ04, HHC03, HYL+17, Hic17, Hig01, HY17, Hob01a, Hofo09, HV17, HWK17, HJ17, HWQ15, HCG02, HLL07, Hub00, HJT01, Hug15, Hur00, Hur04, HS10, Jor09, KDM16, KB09, KT03, Kel11, Kle08, KLH05, KMQ05, Kus06, Laz05, LRB12, LAJ13, LHY15, LG03, Lev01, LPS99, LRBS03, LO16, LP14, Lit01, LP07, LS05, LH00, MHH15, Maa05, MR10, MM10, MC17, MM14, MMO01, MN97, MM09, MHB17, Mci99].

Data [MG01, Mon09, MHS11, MW04, MC05, NM98, PKH15, Pan99b, PRS13, Par11, PP07, PP09, Pen17, QGL09, Rh03, RDL07, SS12, SJH+15, SK10, SR00, SH03, SS01, SSB+14, SBW17, SC98, SRL+00, TW14, TQ16, TRS97, Tre06, TU11, TG10, TS13, VM10, VF09, WW12, WLZB07, WH17, WS02a, WM03, WDCS03, Wic11b, WZ01, Wu11, WL13b, XP07, XCSP16, XL17, YBDS02, YMB14, YL09, YLM17, Zha97, ZJ04, ZCI+17, ZZSZ17, ZW04, Zhe17, Zho05, ZP14, ZW10, ZICT12, ZCY+11, AE92, Bak92a, Bak92b, HQT92].

Data-Adaptive [LO16]. Data-Dependent [WLZB07]. Data-Driven [NM98].

Databases [KLSR05]. Datasets
Discriminant [Fos01, HV05, KL03, LW08, QLCZ15, RA01, ZH03]. Discriminating [DGM17]. Discrimination [DCT08, GRM09].

Discussion [Buj04, DM00, GH00, Hig01, Hob01a, HJ17, HJT01, Kie00, Lev01, Liu01, Men00, MG01, Wu00, WZ01, FB94]. Disease [DCT08, GRM09]. Disparities [DASR08].

dispersed [AC95]. Dispersion [LACRM06]. Display [BC00, BCS96, Fri02, HO10]. Displaying [GMF16]. Displays [CCH16, Fri99, HH06a]. Dissecting [FCL10]. Dissimilarities [OR07]. Dissimilarity [HH11]. Distance [CS14, FHTG05, HLD+13, SY16, WZ16, dR07]. Distance-Weighted [HLD+13]. Distances [HR05]. Distinct [BR02]. Distortion [Jor09]. Distributed [AM07, KLSR05]. Distribution [AR06, BHF02, Br04, EB02, GW01, HR05, Hof09, KLH05, Maa05, MMO1, PP05, PLW01, RF17b, WWG+97, dSM04, AE92].

Distributions [CHG16, GDM14, GB00, GD09, GR08, Gou08, HC11, Hes08, KR17, KW10, MT00, P10, SAT04, WW08, WIR01, ZL10, EGO92, LS93, MS93]. Divergence [RF17b]. Diverse [WCDS03]. Divide [BCD11, LJN+17]. Divide-and-Conquer [LJN+17]. DNA [Hob08]. Do [KB99].


Driven [NM98, Paa99]. Dual [AT16]. Dually [HK10]. Dylan [Gl00a]. Dynamic [BR17, CKHG15, CPV03, CD14, DB98, Dobi2, FSMV02, HMW06, HAV06, Joo13, SG05, SN17]. Dynamical [Dri08, SSBW17, Tre06]. Dynamically [LA12]. Dynamics [LSSG15].


Education [GdTv96]. Effect [CC13, GMF16, GM05, HM09, Laz05]. Effective [Glu00, HAB06, ZYK08]. Effects [BCST13, C2, DH10, ERPG11, EC14, Gau08, HC11, HYL+17, JW16, KW01, KK09, LPJ13, LHC17, LHL03, NLF+06, PLW01, RYY00, SY02, SK02, TH09, TG13, VL09, Van00]. Efficiency [HR11, JB03, YN11]. Efficient [AB17, AT16, BG02, Bé08, BRS11, CD12, CDFB11, DGM17, DBS06, FQH16, FCWM17, FWR12, GD09, HJM11, HEF17, HYL+17, HS08, KTS17, KFLS17, KLH99, LB15, LGL16, Owe17, PLW01, PC06, Rou08, SN17, Smy02, SS16, TDM12, Van00, YZ13, YZ06, Yua08, Hes05]. Eigenvalue [GBW17, LWZ14]. Elastic [Cul13, QYZ16, YH17]. Elastic-Net [YH17].

Elder [FB94]. Electrophoresis [CKPT04]. Elemental [SH00]. elimination [Ste95]. Ellipsoids [EM07]. Elliptical [LFZ97]. EM-Like [BCH09]. EM-Type [Van00].

Emacs [RF17]. EMICM [AB17].

Empirical [CVA08, CL12, Fo01, HO93, Laz05, PP05, SL99, SS05, Tan15, Zho05, MS93, WDB96]. EMS [FB91]. Emulators [Rou08].


Enhancement [SSL+16]. Ensemble [DCS16, TSH16]. Ensembles [Eld03, RMR+17, XZ12]. Entropy [BEGS17, LL15]. Enumerating [TG09].
Envelope [CZ16, KN97]. Environment [Lan00]. EOV [Ano12a, Ano13b, Ano14b, Ano15a, Ano16b, Ano17a]. Epidemic [FCWM17]. Equation [LG03]. Equations [ACS17, BMW17, CGH17, CL12, ER04, LFS+17, Sin02, SS16]. ERGMs [HHH12]. Ergodic [DH10]. Error [HS08, JH98, KLH99, LR05, SM13]. Errorfully [PSTV15]. Errors [BBvdW16, CRC+07, SMS+14, ZHJ16]. EsCV [LY16]. Estimate [PLIK02, Ram17]. Estimated [RW99]. Estimates [Fri00, Kle04, Kle06, LPM08, Mar10, Ops04, SBY06, YZ06, Yua08]. Estimating [ACS17, BMW17, CL12, ER04, Gu03, HL03, HWQ15, HJR03, HBG96, IP04, Kou14, Lee02, LFW09, LFS+17, MM98, Ma07, Moc98, Rya03, Sha14, SN10, SS16, YZ07, dSM04, EG092]. Estimation [AG05, AAN17, BEGS17, BCHO9, BOW02, BBLG13, Bre04, BR02, CHW02, CHW12, CCHS08, CKNK06, CJ09, CHHI10, CP16, CS99, CH16, CGH99, CR08, CG07, CGJ09, CRL13, CZ16, CDFB11, DY99, DT13, DZ99, DH10, DGW09, DHR02, Ehr05, ESR+14, Eve12, Fos01, FKLW08, FP04, Fri13a, FN04, GM15, GD16, GN17, GKT10, G MK13, GMO02, Gou98, GPR99, Gu15, GMP04, GRM09, HP99, HHG01, HMW06, HSM09, HCl11, Her97, Ho06, Hs09, HLL07, IL16, JRS11, JW08, Jon98, KS08, Koo97, Koo98, KS04, KKS17, KW10, Len03, Lia07, LPHK16, LY16, Lin96, LTW07, LZZ09, LWZ14, LP07, LVH17, MP00, MWFSG17, MV14, MBG011, MVO8, MSS08, NT17, NF16, NTVK12, PA14, PP07, PP09, PLW01, PWPS97, Pro06, RLZ10, SR12, SL99, SNR17, Sin02, Ska02, SS06, SH00]. Estimation [SBR10, SSL17, TCCSB10, Tok07, VM04, WLZB07, WP13, WH98, WYL14, WV15, XBW15, YSDJ15, ZHZ12, ZRL14, ZL16, ZL13, ZW07, ZW10, dLG01, dV08, AE92, HO93, SBEG94, SPW95]. Estimations [Kwo98]. Estimator [DXL12, KLH99, Len09, LCWW17, OR99, SBWZ08, Tad17, ZJ04]. Estimators [GG17, HO99, RDZ10, TGM+14, WJZ09, YT99, Wan94]. Eulerian [HO10]. Evaluating [CH12]. Evaluation [DKH06]. Event [FCL10]. Evidence [Fri13a]. Evolution [Hob08]. Evolutionary [Glu04, HLZ07, Mey03]. Exact [BCH05, CB01, GSP+06, HVR96, HGK10, Hutf02, KN06, LH02, MAJ+98, PP14, SLR16, Ste02, TA12, VT94]. Examples [RR09]. Exciting [CH16]. Exhaustive [YK09]. Exists [PLIK02]. Expanded [XCSP16]. Expansion [LD06, Sin02]. Expansions [BHF02, EB02, GJR05, CBC93]. Expectation [Fos01, GKB15, Hob08, YSD13]. Expectation-Maximization [YSD13]. Expectations [JO02]. Expected [FN16, Rya03]. Expectile [MP16]. Expecting [KB99]. Expensive [BRS+08, BRS11, BRS12, SGH17]. Experiences [MC17]. Experimental [Rya03]. Experiments [GA15, HLZH05, PW14]. Expert [Rap01]. Explanation [MMA97]. Exploration [BJMD13, HH11, HL06, MHS11]. Exploratory [BK03a, Bu04, CRGS17, GEGM03, Gel04a, Gel04b, LCLKL05, LH00, NAB16, PLH10, SMK15, SC98, TU11]. Exploring [BB06, Far99, LX16, MMGG16, Wic11a]. Expo [Wic11b]. Exponential [BMO01, CL09, Gou98, GPR99, HOO6b, STM15, SDC12]. Expression [CAR+10, Jor09, XP07]. Extended [Sin02]. Extending [CM08, Fri09, Pan99b, YZ07]. Extension [HK10, SS12, XWZ15, VT94]. Extensions [ZYKC08]. Extracting [FW11, Rho03]. Extraction [TG10, ZH03]. Extremal [HSM09]. Extremes [HM02, Mah17].
F [FB94], Face [FHVW03], Faced [Sha14], Facilitate [Ska02], Factor [CDP04, CD14, EH17, Fri13a, GD09, KFSL17, MM09, MDC17, NYC15, Paa99, TGH14, TU11], factored [Tho93], Factors [DH10, SS05, WR05, ZJRI10], fail [JP96], Failure [KLSH05, ZJ04], Families [Gou98, HH06a], Family [AG05, CL09, HH06b], Far [CSS +09], Fast [BGD16, BL04, CHW08, CGR17, Dri08, GK10, GSP +06, GG17, HM15, HCG02, HB16, KN06, KPC02, KCK08, LPPT17, MR10, MBGO11, OLN11a, OLN11b, PRPH14, RNHY12, RT16, RDZ10, SBY06, SBWZ08, Sam15, SBEG94, SSMN16, Ste02, TW96, VL09, Wan94, WD11, WH98, ZNYJ14, HCB04], Faster [SBWZ08], Fastest- [SBWZ08], Fatigue [Rya03], Fatigue-Limit [Rya03], Fatigue [LX16, SK10], Feasible [HKP16], Feature [All13, BMO01, GW04, SC08, TG10, VH17, XL17, ZH03], Feature-Inclusion [SC08], Features [EH05, FHTG05, GPPVW17, LX16, MLP07], Feed [KS99], Feed-Forward [KS99], Fetching [Bro06], FFT [HCB04, GG17, WK17], FFT-Based [GG17], Field [HHC03, Mah17], Fields [BMR15, CK08, De 05, DIR02, Eve12, FPRW09, Fri13a, HPA14, HKP16, SS06, Ste12, TA12, YS10], Filter [MLJ16, Sin02, Kit96], Filtered [MW07], Filtering [CSK10, FM07, Goi09, PRPH14, RT16, WJG11], Filters [Ano07a, Fea02, Fea05], Finance [NYC15], Financial [Ano07a, Fea05, MC05], Find [BL04], Finding [GPPVW17, HQT92], Finite [Cho07a, IJ02, MM10, SRE06], First [SQ07], First-Order [SQ07], Fisher [Hof09, Spa05, VT94], Fisz [FN04], Fit [CZ02, DG14, GPMF14, GvDHBO8, HM14, KN06, NLF +06], Fitting [CKHG15, FDBS10, FCWM17, HHH12, JL13, KS99, MT00, Van00, YL99, ZNYJ14], Fixed [CSK10, JWH16, LPJ13], Fixed-Effects [JWH16], Flat [HK10], Flexible [GMTK13, HCB04, Hug15, RT16, TGM +14], Flight [Wic11a], Flights [DPS11], Flows [HK06], Fluvial [ZH17], Flying [HC+91], Focused [Fal99], Focusing [MC17], Fold [YK09], Folded [KR17], Folding [XY14], Follow [CDFB11], Follow-up [CDFB11], Following [ZL16], Forecast [Dan97], Forecasting [SH17], Forecasts [TSH16], Forest [MMW98, SH06], Forests [MH17, XNN16], Form [SY07], Formal [MH17], Forms [Ano06a, KGMO05, Ano06a], Formula [LS97], Forward [GTZH16, KS99, MM09, PRPH14], Forward-Backward [PRPH14], Four [Hub99], Fourier [HCB04], Fourth [YC04], Fractal [HMP96], Fractional [BM15, Ste02], Frailetties [JK00, KK09, LRBS03], Fraility [HL03, HPOL14, TGP03], Framework [DH03a, HHKS11, IKLO8, KO05, M Qi15], Free [ACS17, BRS12, Lin99, MS03, Van08, XL17], Free-Knot [Lin99, MS03, Van08], Frequency [KTS17, MC05, QGL09, SH00], FrontEnd [SCLK +00], Full [GK02, HK06, KK09], Function [BR6 +08, HLL07, Hut02, LPHP16, LO16, Maa05, MP00, PP05, RMWH17, WLZB07, XP07, XY14, ZJ04, CBC93, JD92], Functional [ABvS09, EH17, EFG +99, GPMF14, GBC +11, HLP07, HC98, Hoo07, HS10, LYHM15, LS16, LCWW17, LLZ09, Ma97, MHS +14, PP09, QGL09, Ram17, SS15, SH17, SSB +14, SBW17, SG11, TG10, WCR13, WL13b, YL99, YLM17, ZOR12, ZCO15, ZP14, ZCY +11], Functionals [GHW02], Functions [CKNK06, CH10, Coz99, DM00, Dia99, GKD9, GH00, Hoo07, HLA00, Kie00, Koo97, LHY00, LKW09, LTW07, LHK17, Men00, NGH17, Rout08, RW99, Sha14, SBR10, Wu00,
Tho93. Fused [BRB17, GN17, GJL⁺10, Hoe10, Joh13, LWLY17, PWS16, YWL⁺15]. Fusion [CRG17, PGR15].

Gains [Rya03]. GAMlet [ST04]. Gamma [DW01, DV04, WIR01]. Garrote [yG98].

Gauss [GRM09, Ste95]. Gaussian [Rya03]. GAMlet [ST04]. Gamma [DW01, DV04, WIR01]. Garrote [yG98].

Gaussians [PP14]. Gelman [Gel17, Kos13]. Gene [CAR⁺10, CZZ15, Jor09, XP07]. General [BG98, DH03a, HPOL14, Hes98, HN98, HK98, LW09, dVTP⁺17]. Generalization [Eld03]. Generalizations [YZ13].

Generalized [AT16, BEGS17, BY04, Bii00, BHK15, CGH17, CD12, CZSL10, CL12, CRS06, CZ02, CD14, DGO5, EM02, EGS⁺13, Fri00, Fri13b, Fri14, GBW17, Gv97, GX01, GM05, GZK10, Guh08, GRM09, HL03, HM09, Hofo1, Huo07, HWO⁺17, Ish99, JHL09, KW01, KM15, LR05, LMP98, LFS⁺17, LP07, LHL03, LVH17, LR14, MPS17, MHS⁺14, Mou09, NL04, Ops04, OW12, PC06, RYY00, SD03, SMB14, SK10, SS05, SN10, TNKK16, TL07, VG01, Wan13, WYL14, YZ07, YMY11, Zha03, Zha07, Zhu17, dR07]. Generalizing [BZ07]. generating [DES93, MS93]. Generation [AC95, ES98]. Genetic [HLH06, Pit02, XCS06].


GPU [BGD16, MR16, SWC⁺10]. GPU-Powered [MR16]. GPUs [LWLY17]. Gradient [KKK08, Zha07]. Gradient-Based [KKK08]. Gradients [BR06].

Grammar [Nic10]. Graph [Bak92a, KS11, RMR⁺17, STM15, Suc12, TG09, YK09, ZRL14, ZL16].

Graph-Related [YS10]. Graph [DG14, GPGMFB14, HM14, KN06]. Graphical [Tuk09a, Tuk93b]. Graphical [An006a, An007a, An008a, An012b, AAN17, CLLZ17, CZZ15, DPL11, Fek16, Far99, FB11, G15, GB00, GN17, GLMZ15, HM14, Hu00, LH15a, LD11, LH00, MMA97, MD13, MR16, OLN11a, SC08, TN14b, WW12, Wic13, WFS11, XGH11, XGT15, Yua08].

Graphics [GU13a, GU13b, LYG⁺10, MUR13, VH17, WL02, Wic10, WRCR00]. Graphs [Bri11, CPV03, FSMV02, FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, GV01, Gra13, KB08, LACRM06, ML08, PCC1, PSTV15, TAS⁺17, TA12, Wai11, Wil96, Wil99, Wil11]. Greater [Hic17, MHB17]. Grid [MPR⁺12].


Guided [LLH15, KN97].


I [NST12]. Label [LF16, PI10, RW14]. Label-Switching [LF16]. Lagrangian [LSGG15]. Landau [BJMD13]. Landmark-Based [Big06]. Languge [WRCR00]. Languages [Buj00, Hub00]. Laplace [Bor11, BBvdW16, GJR05, RYY00]. Laplacian [PC06]. Large [HY17]. Large-Scale [Gv97, HYL17, LWLY17, LVH17]. Lasso [AT16, AAN17, BRB17, Fu98, GN17, Hoe10, HHTB10, Joh13, LWLY17, LH15b, MPS17, OT11, PWS16, SFHT13, WFS11, YWL17, ZW10]. Lasso-Type [ZHZ12]. Latent [BCDL17, Evel2, HWO17, Mah17, MVR14, RHN12, SL10, XCP16, ZBS06]. Lattice [GSP16, PL12, Smi05, SSL17, WK17, ZW04]. Lattice-Valued [WK17]. Lattices [FPRW09, GF17]. Layered [Wic10]. Layouts [Mur99]. Learners [CM08]. Learning [GBK15, GP11, Ke11, LH15a, LH15b, LP14, LSO15, PGR15, SH06, Wu11]. Least [CHW12, DG05, HK10, HgK10, LP07, Paa99, XWZ15]. Length [MB04]. Lesions [SSL16]. Less [Zhe17]. Letter [HWW17, Loc11, Pie04]. Letter-Based [Pie04]. Letter-Value [HWW17]. Level [CDFB11, Kle04, TN14b]. Levels [CDP04]. Lexical [GIOB16]. Lifetime [BC00]. Like [BCH09]. Likelihood [AVW13, BCDL17, Bie05, CHG16, CJO2, CVA08, CL12, Chr04, Coz99, DIR02, Fae04, FQ16, FP04, Fri00, Glu00, GCP08, HPOL14, Hoo00, HO99, JW08, JB03, KW10, Lao05, LPM98, LLZ09, Mar10, MBGO11, NST12, NYC15, Pan99a, Par05, PP09, RNHY12, RYY00, Smi02]. Ska02, Smi01, SB17, SY07, SSL17, SWF04, TK17, TG13, YZ06, YT99, ZJ04, Zho05, HO93, Tho93, WDB96]. Likelihood-Based [Smi01, TG13]. Likelihoods [ESR14, LSV19, Len99, SLM17, YSD15]. Limit [Rya03]. Linear [BECS17, BY04, BI100, CTO9, CGH17, CZSL10, CRS06, CZO2, EM02, Fr00, Fr07, GPGF14, Gra13, GCP08, Guh08, GRO09, HL03, HHO06, Hen02, HRM02, HN98, HWO17, Ish99, JHL90, Kat10, KPC02, LR05, LCIW17, LPM98, LJZD05, LBCG16, LH15c, LHC17, LVH17, MVR02, NFM16, NL04, NFMS14, OW12, OT11, PLO1, PC06, RYY00, SG05, SD03, SY02, SMB14, SN17, SSM, Smi01, TN14a, TNKK16, VG01, YZ06, YZ07, YF14, Zha03, ZHJ16, ZOR12, ZCO15, ZY05, Hes95]. Linear-Angle [Gra13]. linearization [WDB96]. Link [MP00, Mar10, RW99, ZWL17]. Linkage [SN10]. Linked [GR99, LA12, Tuk93a, Tuk93b]. Linking [GY07, SLS16, Tip00]. Lisp-Stat [Tip00]. LLE [GR12]. Loadings [GJ12]. Local [BRS12, CCHS08, CZSL10, DR10, FSB01, FOS01, GA15, Her97, KM03, MMRMGMG08, MLP07, MQ15, MW04, SM15, TW96]. Local-EM [FSB11]. Localized [WLM10, XGT15]. Locally [CKN10, EH09, LCW17, LGQ10, SBR10, Tan17, WKC18]. Location [HR12, MC09, PWS97]. Log [Fae04, SH03]. Log-Likelihood [Fae04]. Logarithm [DT13]. Logarithmic [Erf05, GR99]. Logic [RKL03]. Logistic [Bra99, CDFB11, ET99, Len03, Tok07, Tic08, ZH05]. Logistic-Gaussian [Len03]. Loglinear [Bra99, TL99]. Logspline
[KS04]. long [MW96]. long-memory [MW96]. Longitudinal
[CCH16, CDFB11, EC14, Far99, GDM14, GD16, HWQ15, HLL07, PP09, PM16, TQ16, WL13b, Zha97, ZCI+17]. Look [GDS02].
LOTUS [CL04]. Low [HLP07, Oeh98, PRHP14]. Low-Dimensional [HLP07]. Low-Rank [PRHP14]. Lower [CHW08].
M [FKLW08]. M-Estimation [FKLW08]. Machine [LSD05, ZH05]. Machines [LY11, SWZ14, TZ06, WL13b, ZLWZ16].
Marginalized [CYS09, Sue12]. Marginals [HM02]. Marked [LA12]. Markers [TZ12]. Markov
[Bro06, BHS00, CB01, Can99, Cap11, CS98, CF05, CRS06, CK08, Dan12, DY99, Dob12, DIR02, Eve12, Fis02, Fis12, FWR12, FB11, FPRW09, GS94, Gey95, GVD14, GS04, GPH08, HH07, HLL07, HK11, HKP16, Hof09, KKS17, LD06, LW14, LH02, NFM16, SMI05, Spa05, WP13, ZRL14, Bak92a, Bak92b]. Matrix-Logarithm
[DT13]. Max [CHG16]. Max-Stable [CHG16]. Maximization
[Hob08, LLZ09, YSD13]. Maximizations [vLM97]. Maximizing [Glu00]. Maximum
[Bie05, Chr04, DIR02, Fri00, Hof00, H099, JW08, JB03, KW10, LPM98, Mar10, MBGO11, PP09, RYY00, Sin02, Ska02, SSL17, SWF04, YZ06, ZJ04]. MCMC
[BCD11, BK05, BDR97, BGP03, CJ09, DH10, GPR99, HHC03, HR11, JL13, KA13, LK02, LS05, PBM12, RR09, Sha14, SGH17, VS17, YM11b]. Mean
[Bre04, CKNK06, Far99, HH06a, HB16, Len09, PSY09, XY14, MR10]. Mean-Shift
[HB16]. Means [Dia09, MSS08]. Measure
[BHS04, GW11, LL15, SZ08]. Measurements [CD14, LR05, SMS+14].
[DJ04]. Medical [NP01]. memory [MW96]. Merge
[BN04]. Merging [Mel16]. Method
[BMR15, BK03b, CKHG15, CDFB11, Far99, FWR12, GJ09, HLP07, Hes08, HH08, KN06, PWPS97, RMR+17, SN10, Vel08, XL17, YMB14, YML11, Bak92a, Bak92b, KMS092]. Methodology [FHTG05].
Methods
[BG98, CR08, CL15, CRS06, CPV03, CMJ11, DH03b, DBS06, FM07, GVB04, GB02, God01, GLW07, HJ09, HM16, HKS12, KS99, Lee07, LYG+10, MP00, NW10, NTVK12, OLN11a, OLN11b, PVH05, PTP03, PV04, SD03, SS05, WL02, YBDS02]. Metropolis
[Béd08, CS93, GK10, HMJ11, JRS11, NW10, VJ15]. Microarray
[QS09, YBDS02]. Mind [PRS11]. Minimax
[Ros17]. Minimization [YWL+15].
Minimum [CS14, DPS11]. Mining
[DH03a, FS99, Goo99, WS02a]. Minorant
[Jon98, Pan99b, AE92]. Mises
[Hof09]. Missing
[FM10, SY02, SR00, ZICT12]. Mixed
[CHW02, CZSL10, CLLZ17, CRS06, CZ02, CD14, ERPG11, EC14, GCKP08, GM05, Guh08, GRM09, JHL09, KW01, LHI5a, LH17, LHI5b, NLF*06, OW12, PLW01, PC06, Pro06, SY02, SSG15, SMB14, SS05, TN1a4, TNKK16, VL09, Van00, Zha03]. Mixed-Effect
[GM05]. Mixed-Effects
[EC14, LHC17, NLF*06, PLW01, SY02, Van00]. Mixed-Measurement
[CD14]. Mixing
[LLZ09, PRS11, PMB12]. Mixture
[ACG14, BCD11, BRC*10, CM13, FW13, Fea04, FM07, FWR12, G02, Glu00, GB04, GPR09, HLH15, JN04, L05, LF16, LFT17, MM98, MM10, Me16, MW15, OC01, PTP03, RW14, RF17b, SS07, SRE06, Tan17, TQ16, Tuc08, WGW*97, WD11, ZNYJ14, EGO92, SPW95]. Mixture-Based
[BCD11]. Mixtures
[BCH09, CCFM01, DV04, DH03b, G10, GR08, GW11, H0f00, HJR03, L02, JHL09, MWFS17, MR16, P10, STM15, SG03, SWC*10, TN1a4, TGM*14, WR05, WIR01, WRK11]. MM
[HL00, LW08, ZL10]. Model
[HMW06, KIe08, MW97, MMW98, Ooi02]. Models
[BCDL17, BY04, BCH05, BK15, BGP03, CHW02, CKHG15, CH09, Chr04, CG11, CM13, DXX12, DMP14, DCV10, ES02, ERPG11, FK16, FH15, FRW05, FP04, FR00, GPGMB14, GR09, God01, Guh08, HJ04, HMM*03, HHS11, DMD02, HN98, HHTB10, Hug15, JN04, JK00, Jo09, JV01, KNN05, KK09, KLH05, Kus06, LG07, LYHM15, Len03, LG03, LII05, LII07, LPM98, LHC17, MA17, MPR*12, MNN*13, MW15, MC05, MQR11, MSS08, MW14, MQ17, NBH*15, OC01, OR07, Paa99, Pan99a, Pan99b, Par01, PWS16, Pos01, PM16, QY16, QGL09, RNHY12, Rya03, SS11, SG17, ST99, SMK15, SNB*01, SM13, TRWB16, TK09, Tsy02, XL17, YKW03, YSK*10, ZHH08, ZHJ16, ZCI*17, ZR08, ZJA16, ZY05, dVTP*17]. Model-Based
[CHW02, Chr04, FRW05, LG07, OR07, Pos01, ZHH08]. Model-Free
[XL17]. Modeling
[AM07, CG07, DZZ16, EC14, GM16, GRM09, HWS16, HYL*17, HII11, Hof01, KT03, KSM14, KMQ05, LSL14, LGL16, MM10, NW10, NAB16, OR99, PW14, QN00, TQ16, TGM*14, TL07, XCS16, ZCI*17]. Models
[ACS17, AVG12, ACG14, BCST13, BEGS17, BM09, BF02, BII00, BRS*08, BHK15, Bra99, Buj04, BHS00, Cap11, CD12, CKN06, CZSL10, CLLZ17, CG07, CG09, CRS06, CZ15, CZ02, CW97, CR06, CSY09, CD14, DZZ06, Dan12, DG14, DH10, Dri08, ESP*14, FW13, Fea04, FM07, FM10, Fie12, FCW17, FWR12, FB11, Fri07, GM15, G06, GK02, Gel04a, Gel04b, GVDBH08, GN17, GP11, GCKP08, GM05, G0K10, GRM09, GLMZ15, HL03, HPOL14, HAC*12, HHC03, HCL11, HM15, HCB04, HM14, HOO9, HWO*17, HH06b, HKS12, HK98, Ish99, JB03, JHL09, JWB13, JL13, KW01, KFS17, KL03, KS99, LGS13, LH15a, LD11, LF16, LR05, LCW17, LFT17, LBC16, LH15c, LHC17, LH03, LVH17, LH02, MM98, MM14, MVR14, MMRMGC08, MT03, MHS*14, MR16, NLF*06, NF16, NW10, NL04, Opi04]. Models
[OW12, PVH05, PL12, Pic14, PTP03, PLW01, PC06, Pro06, QG06, RYY00, RW14, RDL07, RG09, RT98, STM15, SG05, SY02, SS05, SMB14, SC08, SSS07, SSBW17, SNR17, SS05, Ska02, Smi05, SL10, SRE06, Sue12, TDM12, TH09, TN1a4, TGP03, TL99, TNKK16, Tuc08, TCG13, TS13, VL09, VM04, Van00, VG01, VF09, WK09, WD11, WH14, WY14, WK11, XGH11, XGT15, YS13, YSD15, YZ06, YZ07, YF14, Yua08, ZHI12, Zha03, ZBB06, ZJR110, ZNYJ14, ZZS17, ZW07, ZW10, ZICT12, dLG01, dR07, dVTP*17, Kit96].
Modifications [CW00]. Modified
[JTU03, YF14]. Modular [HK17].
Modulated [Sco99]. Modulo [FHVW03].
Moments [KR17, YC04, YMLY11, Tho93].
Momentum [Rho03]. Monitoring
[BG98, SG05, VS17]. Monotone
[LT98, LBM+14, Wan08]. Monotonic
[TL07]. Monotonically [Yu12].
Monotonicity [BJG98, CGH99, HHGG01].
Monte
[Ano07a, JS13, PP14, BGD16, BP98, Bro06, CB01, Can99, CMGR04, CS99, CF05, Chr04, CR06, DG14, DH03b, DBS06, DMP14, FBG06, FKH07, Feo02, Foa05, Fis12, FWR12, GS94, Gey95, GVDP99, God01, GF16, GLW07, GRO8, Gra07, GMP04, GJR05, HT17, Hel04, Hob08, HLH06, HK98, Ish99, JN04, JB03, J002, Kit96, LGS13, LSSG15, LY+10, LC01, Lia07, LJN+17, MP00, MN97, ML08, PCP11, SNR17, SS06, Spa05, Tan06, Tan15, WJG11, XBJ15, YSDJ15, YT99, ZC15, ZZZS17, ZL10, Tho93, Wan94]. Multivariate- [Som98].
Musical [Rap01]. Mutagrams [MW04].
Mutually [GR08].
Natural [Wil00]. Nearest [Gho07]. Need
[VH15]. Needs [MC17]. Negative
[BHF02, yG98]. Neighbor [Gho07, Hob08].
Neighbor-Dependent [Hob08].
Neighborhood [FWR12]. Nested
[RYY00, YLM17]. Net
[CCS03, Cul13, QZY+16, YH17]. Network
[CKHG15, CZZ15, Fie12, GM16, HK06, HK12, JL13, KS99, Lee02, Mcl99, RNHY12, WW12]. Networks [BC16, BRB17, Eve12, GM15, HABV06, HH06b, Ish99, MMA97, Mic12, STM15, ZWLZ17, ZH17]. Neural
[Ish99, KS99, Lee02]. Neutral [Lee07].
Newton [HYL+17, YH17]. Next [SH03].
NicheWorks [Wil99]. NIMBLE
[dVTP+17]. no [Bak92a]. Nobler [PRS11].
Node [KL03]. Nodes [KM03]. Noise
[HMP96]. Noisy [DIR02, HQT92]. Non
[yG98, GX01, WH98, Kit96].
Non-Gaussian [GX01, Kit96].
Non-Negative [yG98]. Non-parametric
[WH98]. Noncentral
[Ano06a, KGMT06, Tsi02]. Nonconvex
[LB15, PW15, YLW17]. Noncrossing
[RF17a]. Nonlinear [BB03, CHW12, CH09, CAR+10, ERPG11, FH15, NL+06, NW10, Sin02, Ska02, WK09, ZYKC08, Kit96].
Nonlinearity [FSMV02]. Nonlinearly
Nonnegative [PA14]. Nonnormal [NLF+06]. Nonnormality [LN09].
Nonparametric [AVW13, BCH09, BH01, BGP03, CAR+10, CH16, CGH99, CH99, DYL2, DZ99, Far04, FH15, GK02, GM05, HHGG01, HC11, HV05, Hick, Ho00, HB16, IL16, Jon98, KW01, KT03, KLM99, KMQ05, KS11, LLZ09, LHL03, OLN11a, OLN11b, PHK14, Qiu02, QN00, QM04, RHC+14, RMWH17, SG03, SK10, SSS07, WKC+08, YKW03, Z04, ZH03, Gra96, SBEG94].
Nonparametrically [RW99]. Nonregular [TN14b]. Nonstandard [Spa05].
Nonstationary [AHNC13, CHH10, DGW09, Gri99, HMP96, IP04, KSM14, YS10, Z10]. Norm [LZ08].
Normal [DW01, DV04, GDS02, Gas03, IJ02, KR17, KW10, LS93, LN09, LL10, LH15c, SG05, SG03, Som98, SH97, VL09, EGO92].
Normal-Inverse [DV04]. Normal/independent [LS93].
Normalized [GW11]. Normalizing [Lee02, SRE06, dV08]. Normals [LK10].
Note [Fri00, MR01]. Notes [Wic13].
NPMLE [AB17, Maa05]. NSHP [VM04].
Nugget [PW14]. Null [SSL+16]. Number [Kou14, Rup02]. Numbers [Lia98].
Numerical [EGO92, Som98]. Numerically [KN06]. Nyström [HM16, SS12].

OAK [Wic11a]. Objective [BHKK15, DM00, GH00, HLA90, Kie00, LHY00, Men00, Wu00]. Objects [SSB+14].
Observed [LH02, NFM16, PSTV15, SY07, ZWL17, Bak92a, Bak92b]. Obtaining [Fri00, KS04, LPM98]. Occurrences [CH99].
Odds [Hof01, PLIK02]. Offset [KW10].
Offset-Normal [KW10]. Old [Gas03].
Omegahat [Lan00]. One [LFS+17, Ste12, Tad17]. One-Step [LFS+17, Tad17]. Online [Cap11, KDM16, SJ05, YSD13]. Onto [HP07]. Open [Fie12, Sha14].
Open-Faced [Sha14]. Operators [KO05].
Opportunities [Kos13]. Opposing [PRS11]. Optimal [CDP04, CR08, DASR8, DGM17, HK06, LR04, MR01, Ros12, Ros17, SHL12, Zha03].
Optimally [Ros12, Tan17]. Optimization [BRS+08, CC08, CW97, DM00, CCT08, GP11, GH00, HKP16, HLA00, Kie00, KKK08, KS99, LHY00, LPJ13, LL15, Men00, Wu00, XB15]. Optional [JMY+16].
Oracle [KLH99]. Orca [SRL+00]. Order [BB03, CHG16, EHW03, Fea04, JV01, QM04, RY00, SQ07]. Ordered [LBM+14, LKW09, MC05, BQ94, QE96].
Ordering [CR99]. Orderings [vM97].
Ordinal [GLMZ15, KT03, KMQ05, TG13].
Ordinary [CHW12, CGH17, Gra96].
Organizing [MM97]. Origin [LA12].
Origin-Destination [LA12]. Orthogonally [CT01]. orthonormal [CBC93]. Other [RW10]. Oue [FB94]. Our [YM11a].
Outcomes [VG01]. Outlier [HL06, MT03, PP07, W09, ZB10, JP96].
Outliers [AR06, BH02, CR99, MM97, RA01, W09].
P [Ano08a, AGU12, B04, B04, SL10]. P-splines [Ano08a, AGU12, LB04, SL10, B04].
Packet [CCS03, GVB04]. Page [Mur99].
Pair [BC16, LR04]. Pair-Copula [BC16].
Pairs [EGS+13, Fr14]. Pairwise [HO10, Mel16, Pie04]. Panel [LG03].
Paradox [Ekd03]. Parallel [Bro06, JRS11, LYG+10, LWLY17, MMV13, Mou09, MLJ16, Pa09, PCG+14, RHC+14, R107, Se04, SWC+10, TNK16, YWL+15, YLW17].
Parameter [ARS11, Eve12, HM15, LD06,
Presence [BBvdW16, CGJ09, SMS+14].
Prevalence [FCWM17]. Preview [Lev12, Lev13b]. Principal
[CRGS17, Dan97, Fal99, Far12, GJL+14, GAZ15, HLH15, HM16, JU00, JHU03,
LRB12, LW09, LSH16, LO16, MHH15, Par05, PP09, RMWH17, WH17, YLM17,
ZP14, ZCY+11, ZHT06]. principles [Tuk93a, Tuk93b]. Prior [Coz99, GD09,
IJ02, LD11, LLM09, LHK17]. Priors [DV04, DH03b, FN16, GD16, GR99, HC98,
NM98, TH09, Tok07, WP13]. Probabilistic [HLH15, Rap01]. Probabilities
[CB01, GDS02, Gas03, GB02, Som98, SH97, WK17]. Probability [Bor11, Coz99,
LFZ97, NLF+06]. Probit [MC05, TDM12]. Problem [CC08, LF16, LH15c, PI10,
TAS+17, Zhu17]. Problems [BCDL17, BK03b, CDP04, CH97, GH02, GD09, IJ02,
Processor [Rho03]. Product
[MQR11, WH14]. Profiles [CJ02]. Program [LBM+14, MC17, Paa99].
Programmers [Cha00]. Programming [Joh13, LKW09, SWC+10, dVTP+17].
Projecting [HLP07]. Projection [BK03a, CBC93, IW10, LCKL05, PP05,
QLCZ15, WS02a, WLWM16]. Projection-Based [IW10]. Projections
Proper [NM98]. Properties
[BF02, CV08, ES08, RS01, Ste13]. Proportional [SS11, XGH11, XGT15]. Proportions
Proximal [TZ06]. Proxy [RL14]. Pruning
[DIR02, H099]. Publications [Ano01b, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano03b,
Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d,
Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano08d, Ano08e,
Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e,
Ano10f, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f,
Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f,
Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano16d], published [Ano12b, OLN11a]. Publishing
[LTW+10]. Pursuit
[BK03a, LCKL05, PP05, CBC93].

QGCP [Mou09]. Quadratic
[Ano06a, KGMT06, Vel08]. Quadrature
[CZ02, PC06]. Quantification [XWB15]. Quantifying [BL17]. Quantile
[BY04, BEM13, Che07a, Dia09, DG09, HL00, Hu02, L08, OLN11a, OLN11b,
OLT11, PH10, PW15, RF17, Ros17, SK10, STZM09, YH17, YLM17]. Quantiles
[Bre04, CRR06, KHM05, MT00, PH10]. Quantities
[TW96]. Quantization
[Bra02, BFE+03]. Quantized [Mou09]. Quasi
[Ano07a, BCH05, Fea05, HYL+17, Lia08]. Quasi-Monte-Carlo
[Ano07a, Fea05]. Quasi-Newton [HYL+17]. Quasi-Symmetry [BCH05]. Quasicomplete
[Ish99]. Question
[HR11, YM11b]. Quick [Kwo98].
Random [Ano07a, CC13, CS98, CDFB11, CK08, De05, DH10, DIR02, ES98, Eve12, Fea05, FN16, FPRW09, Fri13a, GW11, Guh08, HHC03, HC11, HPA14, Lia98, LPJ13, Mah17, MH17, ML08, NLF+06, PCP11, PP07, RYY00, Rya03, STM15, SH06, Ska02, SS06, SLR16, Ste12, Sue12, TH09, TAS+17, TA12, TG13, WK17, XNN16, YK09, YS10, DES93].

Random-Direction [CS98].

Range [HEF17, HGK10].

Rank [BMG16, CHW08, CSK10, Kus06, PRHP14, TSH16, ZRL14, MS93].

Rank-Based [ZRL14].

RAPTT [SLR16].

Rate [HHGG01, Jor09, Gra96].

Rate-Distortion [Jor09].

Rates [GRM09, Hob08, SH17].

Ratio [BBLG13, FKH07, GCKP08, PLIK02, Zho05].

Ratios [Ano06a, Ho081, KGMT06].

Raw [LPPT17].

RC [KNN05].

Real [HMW06, LBW14, MDD+12].

Real-Time [HMW06, LBW14, MDD+12].

Realized [SM13].

Really [Bri11, FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, Wai11, Wil11].

Recapture [BBLG13].

Recentered [MMN+13].

Reclassification [Hea11].

Recognition [BMO01, FHVW03, NGH17].

Recognize [MMO01].

Record [RL14].

rectangular [QE96].

Recursive [HHZ06, TA12, VM04, ZHH08].

Recycling [CR98].

Reduced [GR12a, Kus06, MP+12].

Reduced-Rank [Kus06].

Reduction [CL09, Hen04, HY05, HY17, Lia98, Maa05, SY16, SBJ17, Vel08, WY15, YC04, ZYKC08, ZY10].

Redundant [GvDHB08].

Reemployment [KK09].

Reference [RW99].

Regeneration [BK05, TH09].

Region [GB12, SHM+14].

Regional [BCD11].

Regions [BL04, CDP04, Som98].

Registration [Big06, EH17, LHK17].

Regressing [XMY13].

Regression [Ano08a, AR06, BMC05, BB03, BRB17, Bi00, BJG98, BBvdW16, CTC09, CKNK06, Che07a, CHW08, CT01, CW97, CDFB11, DCV10, ET99, EC14, FG05, FM12, Far04, GK06, GRB+13, GBC+11, GHC14, HL06, Her97, HK10, HRM02, Hug15, HL00, IL16, JWB13, KLSR05, KO09, KLH99, HKM05, Koo97, KS11, LGS13, LB15, LQ08, LX16, LPHK16, LCWW17, LJZD05, LR14, LBW14, MP16, MAJ+98, Mar10, MDC17, MQR11, MQ17, NY14, NTVK12, OL11a, OL11b, OT11, Par01, PLH10, PHK14, PW15, PCG+14, QLCZ15, QY97, Qu102, RHC+14, RMWH17, RF17a, RLZ10, RKL03, SS11, SBY06, SBWZ08, Sam15, SBZ13, SMK15, Smy02, SWF04, SQ07, TRS97, TCCSB10, TW96, TL07, TG10, Wan08, WL08, WK09, WI14, WS02b, WKC+08, WCR13, Wu08, WLM10, XWZ15, XY14, YKW03, YSK+10, YH17, YC04, YF14, YWL+15, YLW17].

Regression [ZZZS17, ZOR12, ZCO15, ZW08, ZH05, ZY10, BG92, BQS94, Gra96, LS93, QG96].

Regressions [CL09, Fu98, HDM02, HJR03].

Regularization [All13, CMJ11, Kat10, KN07, LH15b, MBGO11, Tad17].

Regularized [CH09, GN17, Kus06, WH17, Yua08].

Regularizing [RIC+16].

Regulation [CZZ15].

Reinforced [LY11, ZLWZ16].

Reject [CR98].

Rejection [GT11, Tan06].

Rejoinder [Ano99, Gel04b, Gel11a, HLA00, VM01, YM11a, FB94, Tuk93a].

Relabeling [RW14].

Related [HK06, LYHM15, LD11, OT11, KMOS92].

Relational [Ho09].

Relationship [BM99, God01].

Reliabilities [KM03].

REML [LPJ13, SM02].

Remote [BFE+03].

Removal [Ano13g].

Reparameterization [LD06].

Reparameterized [CYS09].

Repeated [TRS97].

Reply [Tuk93b].

Representation [HABV06, Kel11, Pie04, QG06, Wu11].
Selection [All13, AGV12, BHK15, BGP03, BMW17, CTC09, CHH10, CZSL10, CL12, CCYW16, CS14, CGJ09, CGL11, EHW03, FK16, FN16, GTZH16, GHC14, GB12, HPOL14, HM09, HM11, HM15, HY17, HRM02, HHKS11, HHTB10, Hur00, JS13, Jor09, LGS09, LGS13, LL12, LPJ13, LW07, MD13, NY14, NL04, NL04, Ops04, Pan99a, RL14, SBZ13, ST99, SMK15, Su15, TRWB16, TRS97, Tü08, Wil00, XZ12, YKW03, ZHZ12].

Selectivity [LG03].

Selector [MMRMGMGC08].

Self [CH16, MM97, Tar99].

Self-Consistency [Tar99].

Self-Exciting [CH16].

Self-Organizing [MM97].

Semi [BCH09, BFE+03, CM08, DZ99, Gue03, KT03, SBJ17].

Semi-Adaptive [DZ99].

Semi-Integrated [SBJ17].

Semi-Markov [Gue03].

Semi-Streaming [BFE+03].

Semi-Supervised [CM08].

Semidefinite [ZRL14].

Semiparametric [AG05, Bi00, BBvdW16, CKNK06, CHH10, CG07, CGJ09, Dan12, ERPG11, Guh08, HJ04, Len03, LBW14, MQ17, OR99, PTP03, SMS+14, ST99, SM13, SL0, TZ12, TAS+17, WK09, ZRL14, ZL16].

Semismooth [YH17].

Semisupervised [Cul13].

Sensing [BFE+03].

Sensitive [Wan13].

Separability [LL12].

Separation [Ish99, TZ12].

Sequence [Ho08, MW04].

Sequences [Guo03, QN00, QM04].

Sequential [BK03b, DBS06, DMP14, FKH07, GF16, GP11, HT17, HS08, Ljn+17, MDC17, WDB96, YSDJ15, ZNY14, ZIA16].

Sequentially [WC06].

Seriation [EH15].

Series [BM99, BH02, CH09, CCH16, CD14, Dan97, DGW09, Fua05, FCL10, GVB04, Gri99, HMP96, MVR02, NY15, PV05, Sy99, QGL09, SBE17, SH17, ZHJ16, Ano07a].

Set [Kle04].

Sets [Coz99, SK10, SH00].

Settings [CM08, IL16].

Setup [PKH15].

Several [SG05, YT99, HVAR06, Tuk93a, Tuk93b].

SFO [Wic11a].

Shadings [ZMH07].

Shadow [LLM09].

Self-Adaptive [FT16].

Self-Constrained [PA14].

Shape [DKH06, DCT08].

Sharpening [BH01].

Shift [Cai99, HB16].

Shingo [FB94].

Shocks [SG05].

Shrinkage [DXL12, DV04, EF05, yG98, JWB13, LT98, LHL03, WP13, ZL16].

Sign [DJ04].

Signal [Hoe10, TG10].

Signature [FCL10].

Significance [GW04, GM02, HLM15, Jor09].

Signs [VH15].

Similarity [MBS04].

Simple [CJ02, RTL07, Bak92a, Bak92b].

Simulated [JW00].

Simulating [Hes98, LD06, MM10, WH01].

Simulation [BMR15, Bre04, BK05, Bro06, EM07, GR99, GSP+06, GW11, Guh08, Hof09, HHH12, LG10, Len09, LJZD05, SL12, Ste02, Ste12, WC94, dLG01].

Simulation-Based [HHH12, LJZD05, SL12, dLG01].

Simulations [AR06, BG98, FBG06, Sev04, Hes95].

Simultaneous [GD16, Hel04, Jor09, Kwo98, LG03, LJZD05].

Simultaneously [DCV10].

Single [PVH05, SN10, YZ07, ZHZ12, ZHJ16].

Single-Index [PVH05, YZ07].

Sized [GPPVW17, GR08, YMB14, ZMSZ07].

Size [Kwo98].

Sizer [PLH10, HL06].

Sizes [GMF16, LFS+17].

Sliced [Wu08, WLM10, ZYK08].
Smale \[GRB^{+}13\]. Small \[BO05, FRW05, HY17, Pan99a, WK17\]. Small- \[HY17\]. Smooth \[EM02, GHC14, KK09, TL07, ZW07\]. Smoothed \[KLH05\]. Smoother \[CGH17, SHMD^{+}14, Kit96\]. smoothers \[Gra96\]. Smoothing \[BM99, Che07a, DS03, EH05, EHW03, FHTGO5, GW93, HPA14, HM15, IJ02, LX16, LTW07, NSTM12, OLNI1a, OLNI1b, PRHP14, QGO6, SAT04, SL99, WL08, WK09\]. Social \[Eve12, HKS12, JL13\]. Soft \[HLYM15, SSL^{+}16\]. Software \[BB03, Cha00, CGR06, Gra07, HK17\]. Solution \[PI10, SWZ14\]. Solving \[Kat10, LF16, Paa99\]. Some \[CK08, LFZ97, NFM16, PhK14, QGO6, RNHY12, Smi01, ZW07, Kit96\]. Space-Time \[CH99, DZZ06\]. Spaces \[HK10, TRWB16\]. Sparse \[CCYW16, CZZ15, DZZ16, DXL12, DR10, GTZH16, GJL^{+}10, LW09, LS04, LSH16, LCWW17, LWZ14, LBCG16, MDC17, NT17, PPO9, QLCZ15, RLZ10, SSBW17, SFHT13, TDM12, TW14, WL09, WZ16, WL13b, YMB14, ZHT06\]. Sparse-Group \[SFHT13\]. Sparsity \[GDM14, LWLY17\]. Spatial \[Ano12b, BCST13, Cat99, CR99, CHH10, CRS06, Cti05, CW97, CM13, DG14, DKKH06, ES^{+}14, ES02, FM10, FGI06, GHC14, HHC03, HC07, HCB04, HO99, HC02, HHTB10, IP04, KSM14, Lai07, LGL16, LA12, MAH17, MP16, ML070, Moc98, NBH^{+}15, PTP03, SHMD^{+}14, SG17, Smi05, SSI6, WR05, WH17, YSI0, Zha03, ZZ08, ZY05, ZW10, ZH17\]. Spatial-Temporal \[ZZ08\]. Spatially \[Ano08a, BMC05, CR^{+}07, GRM09, GAZ15, Ric^{+}16\]. Spatio \[CSK10\]. Spatio-Temporal \[CSK10\]. Spatiotemporal \[VF09\]. SPDE \[LGL16\]. Speaks \[RHS^{+}04\]. Spearman \[VT94\]. Special \[BKM99, Bu00\]. Species \[ACG14\]. Specific \[PP07, SH17, XNN16, Hes95\]. Specified \[DZZ06\]. Spectra \[KTS17, Whi01\]. Spectral \[CRL13, DZ99, FM10, BPW03\]. Spectroscopic \[SS12\]. Speech \[BMO01\]. Sphere \[MR10\]. Spheres \[YLM17\]. Spherical \[CZ02, LFZ97\]. Spherical-Radial \[CZ02\]. Spikes \[LS04\]. Spline \[DS03, ERPG11, EHW03, HM15, KO09, Koo97, LX16, LTW07, QGO6, Wan08, WL08, WK09, GW93\]. Splines \[Ano08a, AGV12, BMC05, Bih00, BHK15, CRC^{+}07, KCO8, LB04, Lin99, LGL16, MS03, PA14, Pit02, Rup02, SL10, TCCSB10, Zha97\]. Split \[JNO4, LACRM06\]. Split-Merge \[JN04\]. Split-Plot \[LACRM06\]. Splitting \[CL15, TRS97\]. Spotted \[QSO9\]. Spread \[McL99\]. Spread-Location \[McL99\]. SpreadPlots \[YVMFB03\]. Spreadsheets \[GPR99\]. Squares \[CHW12, DG05, HGI10, LP07, Paa99\]. SR \[RIC^{+}16\]. SR-HARDI \[RIC^{+}16\]. Stability \[Hob01b, LY16\]. Stable \[CHG16, CDFB11, FW13, HM15, LT07, Mar10, WH98, YW15\]. Stage \[JB03\]. State \[HK98, NFM16, NW10, QGO6, Sco99, Smi01, ZW07, Kit96\]. State-Space \[HK98, NFM16, NW10, Smi01\]. Statement \[Ano13g\]. Statements \[Hel04\]. Stationary \[HPA14, HKP16, QGL09, SD03, Whi01, MW96, WC94\]. Statist \[Bak92\]. Statistic \[FBG06, Kout14, NP01\]. Statistical \[ABvS09, Cha00, Dr08, Fie12, FCL10, GU13a, Gl00b, GL07, GKB15, HTP99, Hob08, HO99, HLYM15, HKS12, IKL08, KP03, Lan00, LPS99, Lia07, Mic12, Mur13, PCP11, PGR15, PSTV15, RLT07, Sev04, Ste13, SXC^{+}10, VH17, Wih96, Zhe17, ZICT12, dVTP^{+}17\]. Statistically \[Owe17, SS16\]. Statistician \[GF15\]. Statistics \[Ano06, Ano07a, Ano08a, CC08, DKKH06,
Step [Hut02]. Steinian [NT17]. Step [CDFB11, GR12b, LFS+17, Tad17]. Stepwise [XZ12]. STIMA [DCV10]. Stochastic [FCWM17, GJ09, Gol09, HB16, Jan06, JL13, KFSL17, KS99, MR16, NTK12, SC08, Sin02, XZ12, YMY11].

Stopping [GF16, SD03]. Strategies [DBS06, LS05, RW14, SY02, SNR17, YK09]. Strategy [HR11, YM11b]. Stratification [PMB12]. Stream [Rho03, ZH17]. Streaming [BFE+03, MDD+12, WM03]. Streams [CCS03, DH03a]. Street [LHC17].


Table-Driven [Paa99]. Tables [Bri11, Che07b, EC17, Fis12, Fri00, FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, HM02, LPM08, Wil11, ZBY09, HVRA96, VT94]. Tail [Dia99, Hes95, Hsi99, WK17, dSM04]. Tail-specific [Hes95]. Tailed [Mah17]. Take [PRS11]. Tale [Wic11a]. Tapered [DAR08, SR12]. Tapering [AHC13, Ano12b, FGN06].


[GR12b]. Theory [AR06, Jör09]. There [SYF17]. Thinning [Owe17]. Thomson [BPW93]. Three [BB06, BW17, FSMV02, LACRM06, MM14].

Three-Dimensional [BB06, FSMV02, LACRM06, MM14]. ThreEEBoost [BMW17]. Thresholded [BMW17]. Thresholding [EH09, HLYM15, ZL16]. Thyself [GF15].

Tilted [LP14]. Time [Ano07a, BM99, BH02, BH500, CHW12, CH09, CCH16, CH99, CD14, DZZ06, Dan97, DGW09, Fee05, FCL10, GVBM04, Gri99, HMP96, HMW06, HYL+t17, HCK+t11, KK09, KLH05, LBW14, MVR02, MDD+t12, NYC15, PSY09, QGL09, SBE17, SH17, YL99, YLM17, ZHJ16, ZW07].


Torgeogram [ZH17]. Total [BDR97]. Tours [HO10]. Trace [Fri13b, Mul98]. Tracking [HMW06, YSK+t10]. Tradeoffs [GU13b]. Traffic [Wic11a]. Trained [Cul13].

Training [BM001]. Transdimensional [LGS09]. Transfer [DM00, GH00, HLA00, Kie00, LHY00, Men00, Wu00]. Transform [Big06, HCB04]. Transformation [DT13, HRM02, KS08, MHH15, NLFT+t06, YZ06].

Transformations [RA01]. Transformed [ES98, MHS11]. Transposable [TW14]. Tree [CG17, DCV10, EC14, EH09, FG05, HMJ11, JMY+t16, MW97, SSB+t14, SN10, WS02b, ZY05].

Tree-Based [DCV10, EH09]. Tree-Structured [EC14, ZY05]. Treed [STY06]. Trees [BOW02, CH12, DCS16, JHL09, KL03, Kie04, Kle06, Kie08, KM03, LT98, MW04, Ooi02, PCG+t14, SZ08, SWF04, TG09, YL99].

Trellis [BCS96]. Trend [RT16, VH17].

Trial [HS08]. Trials [WC06, ZCI+t17]. Trimmed [HGK10]. Trimming [GEKM03]. Troubles [PRS11]. Truncated [DW01, FKH07, Ion08, KR17, PP14].

Truncation [JL13]. Tube [LS97]. Tumors [Dri08]. Tuning [GB12, WLZB07]. Turing [DW02]. Turning [BM15]. Turning-Band [BMR15]. TV [MBG011]. Tweedie [QYZ16]. Two [BB06, FSMV02, LACRM06, MM14].

Two-Block [PKH15]. Two-Dimensional [SWZ14, ZP14]. Two-Level [TN14b]. Two-Step [CDFB11]. Two-Way [BCDL17]. Type [TGM+t14, Van00, ZHZ12, vM97].

Types [SG05, WCD03].

Ultrahigh [XL17]. Ultrahigh-Dimensional [XL17]. Unbiased [HHKS11, HHZ06, KPC02]. Unbounded [Whi01]. Uncertainties [MBS04].

Uncertainty [BR8+t08, BL17, DMP14, God01, HDM02, RMRT+t17, XBW15]. Unconstrained [GG17]. under-dispersed [AC95]. Understanding [SWC+t10].

Unified [RA01]. Uniformity [HC07]. Unimodal [Ho06]. Unimodality [CGH99].


User [SH03]. Users [Cha00]. Using [Ano07a, AGV12, ACG14, BG016, Bédo8, BR8+t08, Bra02, CF05, CZ02, CW00, CCG06, DM00, DT13, DG05, DH03b, DH10, DJ04, ES02, ES98, FG05, Far04, FKH07].
Fea05, Fos01, FN16, Fri00, yG98, GvDHBO8, GV01, Gho07, GVDPP99, Gou98, GB04, GH00, HPOL14, HM09, HPA14, HCB04, HLYM15, HLA00, HB16, IP04, JRS11, JHL09, JL13, KK09, Kie00, KSM14, KW10, LHY00, Len03, LRBS03, LCSL14, Lia98, LPM98, LGL16, LHC17, LPPT17, MWFSG17, MN97, Men00, MR01, MHS11, NP01, Ooi02, PA14, PLH10, PLW01, Q509, RNHY12, RDL07, RG09, STM15, SG03, SM14, SS12, SK10, SR00, Sha14, ST99, Smo01, SS06, SH00, SBJ17, SHL12, SH97, SLR16, SQ07, TSH16, TGM+14, Tuc08, Van00, WLZB07, Wu00, XBW15, YSDJ15, ZB10, ZBY09, Bak92a.

Using [Bak92b, Gra96]. Utility [LYG+10]. Vaccine [LBM+14]. Valid [NM98]. Validating [GX01, Zha03]. Validations [YK09]. Validity [WW12]. Value [BCH05, BR02, HWK17, YMB14, ZMSZ07, HB98]. Valid [LRB12, WK17]. Values [HGK10, NP01, SY02]. Variable [AGV12, BCDL17, BR51, BMW17, CTC09, CS14, CG07, CGL11, ES98, Fu199, FK16, FN16, FCL10, GHC14, GB12, HPOL14, HM09, HM11, HY17, HMR02, HMS97, HWO+17, JS13, LS09, LS13, LL12, LG03, LW07, MB04, MR01, NY14, NG04, NL04, RL14, SZ08, SBZ13, SL10, Su15, TRW16, TRS97, Tuc08, XZ12, XCP16, YKW03, ZH12]. Variables [FDBS10, GZX10, Hoo07, LG09, LJZD05, TU11, WK17, ZBB06]. Variance [CKNK06, Fos01, GBMV04, GCKP08, HM15, LACRM06, Lia98, LTW07, SHL12, STY06].


Wainer [Tuk93a]. Wang [BZ07, BMD13, NG04]. Warp [MS02]. Warped [YLM17]. Wavelet [Big06, BH02, DV04, Ef05, GBMV04, yG98, LHL03, MAJ+98, MW06, PV05, Z0R12, ZCO15]. Wavelet-Based [BH02, ZOR12, ZCO15]. Wavelets [FT16, MV98, SAT04]. Way
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